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A NUVISTOR CONVERTER 
FOR 432 MEGACYCLES

By J. M. Filipczak, K2BTM  
RCA E lectron  T ube D iv ision , H arrison, N.J.

New performance possibilities in the field of amateur receiver equipment resulting from 
the introduction of RCA nuvistors have led increasing numbers of hams to explore the 
various frequencies which might fully utilize the wide capabilities of these unique tubes. 
After achieving notable successes in one area, the author— like many of his fellow hams 
— was encouraged to proceed with experimentation in another. Excellent results with 
nuvistor converters for 144 and 220 megacycles in the VHF band soon prompted him 
to investigate designs for the UHF band. In the following article, he reports on a nuvistor 
converter for 432 megacycles— a highly dependable unit which . . has produced many

hours of enjoyable QSO’s.”

Description

This article describes a nuvistor converter for 
the 432-megacycle uhf band. As shown in the 
schematic diagram  (Figure 1), the converter has 
two rf amplifier stages. Both stages employ the 
8058, a double-ended high-mu nuvistor triode 
which was announced commercially early in 1962.

This nuvistor type has been used successfully 
in cathode-drive amplifier service at frequencies 
up to 1200 Me. Although its cost is somewhat 
higher than other nuvistor types, it is inexpensive 
when com pared with other industrial valves cap
able of operating up to 1200 Me.

Dem onstrating excellent stability over a wide 
range of frequencies, the 8058 is designed to pro
vide high gain with low noise in cathode-drive 
amplifier service. It is particularly suited to such 
service because the peripheral lugs used for index
ing are also used as the connections to the grid. 
Furtherm ore, three base-pin connections for the 
cathode reduce lead inductance and provide flexi
bility in circuit layout.

The 8058 is especially useful in equipment 
which requires valves having low drain and

exceptionally high uniformity of characteristics. 
The double-ended construction of this nuvistor 
provides a high degree of isolation between the 
input and output circuits.

Front view of K2BTM's 432-Mc nuvistor converter. 
(Note how portion of chassis has been removed 
to facilitate final adjustments and additional 

cooling of oscillator-multiplier section.)
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J4

*  SEE TEXT 
NOTE I. RG 58 A /U  OR SPECIAL 

CONNECTOR UG 491 A/U

Figure 1: Schematic diagram and parts list of K2BTM's 432-Mc converter.

PARTS LIST

C i, C i— 1 0 0  pf, ceramic tubular
C s, C 6, C 7, C 8, CH— 1,000 pf, feed-thru
C 4, C ,— See Figure 3
C 10— 500 pf, silver button
C n — 2 0  pf, miniature
C i2— 15 pf, m iniature
C 1 3 — 5 pf, m iniature
C i4 , C 1 5 , Cie, C it— 500 pf, disc ceramic
Cis, C i 9 — 5 pf, ceramic tubular
C 2 0 — 5 pf, N .P.O . ceramic
C>i— 15 pf, N .P.O . ceramic
C22, c 2-,— 1 , 0 0 0  pf, disc ceramic
Clm— 1 0 0  pf, silver mica
Ci»5—  .003 disc ceramic

Ji> J 2 , J . ,  J 4 — BNC-type connector 
Js, J (i— Phono connector

L j— 6  turns of No. 20 on i-inch  diam eter 
L l.— 1 turn of No. 18 enamelled wire on i-inch  

diameter 
L:i— See Figure 3
L r —H airpin loop, No. 16 enamelled wire cut to 

i-inch  length 
L 5, L 9— 9 turns of No. 26 enam elled wire, close 

wound on i-in ch  diam eter poly form  
L(i— 18 turns of No. 26 enamelled wire, close 

wound on i-inch  diam eter poly form 
L 7— 28 turns of No. 26 enamelled wire, close 

wound on 1 -inch diam eter slug-tuned form

L 8— 20 turns of No. 26 enam elled wire, close 
wound on f-inch diam eter slug-tuned form 

L UI— H airpin loop, No. 18 enamelled wire cut 
to i-in ch  length 

L ,,— No. 18 insulated wire, f-inch  length, bent 
into loop and coupled approxim ately i-inch  
from L 1 4

L 1 2 — Same as L u , except for coupling of loop 
to L 1 3  

L i3, L 1 4 — See Figure 3

R i, R 2— 56 ohm, i watt 
R :!— 6 8  ohm, i watt 
R 4 — 47,000 ohm, i watt
Rr,— 47,000-to-100,000 ohm, i watt (See text)
R k— 4,700 ohm, i watt
R7, Rm— 100,000 ohm, i watt
Rn— 1 2 0 , 0 0 0  ohm, i watt
R„— 1,000 ohm, i watt
R n — 22,000 ohm, i watt

RFC i, R F C ,, R F C 3, R FC 4, RFC.,, RFC,,— R F 
choke

Miscellaneous— One feed-thru Teflon insulator; 
crystal socket; one crystal 52.2-M c overtone; 
six nuvistor sockets; one chassis, aluminum, 
5-by-7-by-3 inches

6CW 4 (V4) 1' r -
TYPE
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Figure 2a: Bottom view of converter showing if 
stage (left of shield) and oscillator circuits. Figure 2b: Top view showing two rf amplifiers.

As indicated in the schematic, the second rf 
amplifier (V2) is identical to the first but is fol
lowed by a crystal mixer m ounted on the chassis. 
Both stages use quarter-wavelength shorted plate 
lines. A noise figure of 7 db and a gain of 15 db 
at 450 megacycles have been m easured for the 
first rf stage. In operation, signals which are 
generally hidden in the noise level of other con
verters are easily detected with this converter.

The output of the crystal mixer is link-coupled 
to a low-noise bandpass if amplifier which uses 
the 7587, a general-purpose sharp-cutoff nuvistor 
tetrode. This nuvistor type is designed for use in 
a wide variety of small-signal applications requir
ing compactness, low current drain, relatively 
low-voltage operation, exceptional uniformity of 
characteristics from  valve to valve, and ability to 
withstand severe mechanical shock and vibration.

Performance and stability of this tetrode stage 
have been most satisfactory. The gain of the if 
amplifier is about 2 0 , and its output is fed to a 
receiver which tunes from 14 to 18 megacycles. 
A  52.2-megacycle overtone crystal in the oscil- 
lator-m ultiplier circuit multiplies the signal fre
quency up to the final injection frequency of
417.6 megacycles.

This frequency m ultiplication is accomplished 
with two 6CW 4 high-mu nuvistor triodes and a 
7587 tetrode. The 6CW 4 features high-gain cap
abilities which are achieved by very high trans
conductance and excellent transconductance-to- 
plate-current ratio (12500 micromhos at a plate 
current of 8  m illiamperes and a plate voltage of 
70 volts). The design of the oscillator-m ultiplier 
insures an adequate am ount of injection frequency 
free of unwanted frequencies.

Power requirem ents for the converter are 120 
volts a t about 40 milliamperes and 6.3 volts ac 
at 950 milliamperes for the heaters.

Circuit Design
The first and second rf stages use the 8058 

nuvistor in a grounded-grid (cathode-drive) con
figuration. The 8058 is especially suitable for 
this operation because the ground connection to 
the grid is m ade when the valve is inserted into 
the socket. Optimum perform ance of both rf 
stages occurs at about 430 megacycles; only a 
slight drop in gain occurs at 420 and 450 mega
cycles. Coupling from  the antenna is through C, 
to the cathode of V I . The heaters are isolated 
above ground by rf chokes to provide stable 
operation. Oscillation has not been experienced 
in either stage.

As previously mentioned, the plate lines are 
quarter-wavelength shorted lines tuned by a small 
copper disc capacitor at the plate end. Plate 
voltage is fed to the line at the rf ground end 
through a 1000-picofarad capacitor. The two 
amplifiers are connected with a double BNC con
nector. Instead of this double connector, coaxial 
cable with conventional BNC fittings can be used.

_ DRILL TO FIT TOP CAP; 
CUT TWO SLOTS

4 1 -  
*  16

2 PCS REGD. TOR LI3 8  L I4

3 " _______

l^ n L jX r
16 4

^ i - ' o  COPPER OR BRASS 
q TUBING OR ROD

C4 a C5 

COPPER DISC THICK, 

DIA; SOLDER TO BRASS

DETAILS FOR L3

Figure 3: Detailed view of variable capacitors 
and inductors in rf stages.
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The 1N82A crystal mixer is easy to construct, 
and was selected in preference to other types 
because it can take a considerable am ount of rf 
voltage from  the transm itter before burning out. 
Nevertheless, precautions should be taken for 
cutting off B +  during transmission to prevent 
damage to the rf circuits and the crystal mixer.

The output impedance of the crystal is m atched 
to the input of the 7587 nuvistor (V3) by the 
coupling network (Ls, L,;, and L 7). A lthough this 
bandpass-coupling network is designed to operate 
at a frequency of 14 to 18 megacycles, slight 
retuning of coils (L 7, L g) is required when tuning 
16 to 18 megacycles. During norm al operation, 
the capacitor C 7 is shorted to ground. During 
initial operating adjustments of the converter, the 
short across C 7 is removed, and a milliampere 
meter is placed in series with this point and 
ground. As a result, the crystal current can be 
measured and adjusted for norm al operation. 
Noise m easurements indicate that overall noise 
figure of the 7587 is less than other equivalent 
valves.

1/32 TH. END PLATE : 2 REQ'D 
FOR EACH LINE-.SOLDER TO 

1/32" COPPER DRILL 1/2" DIA. HOLE H 2^8 W O ADJ -ARE/
CENTERED FOR 8058 SOCKET COMPLETED

COVER PLATE FOR LINE 

1ST RF STAGE IDENTICAL TO ABOVE 
EXCEPT FOR CRYSTAL MIXER

active harm onic crystals oscillate readily with 
100,000-ohm grid resistance. If this resistance is 
too high, however, it can be reduced to 47,000 
ohms without causing excessive crystal current 
flow.

The next stage (V5)— a 7587 nuvistor tetrode 
— operates as a quadrupler and multiplies the 
frequency to 208.8 megacycles. The plate circuit 
is a single turn of No. 18 wire (i-in ch  diameter). 
The Q of this coil is sufficiently high to reject 
unwanted frequencies. This stage and the next 
doubler stage require extreme care in layout so 
that short direct connections can be made. Figures 
2  a and 2 b show the positions of the components 
in these two stages.

The next nuvistor triode stage doubles the fre
quency to 417.6 megacycles. The plate-circuit 
inductance (L3) is a short piece of copper bent 
into the shape of a “U .” Construction details of 
this tank circuit and the other coil assemblies are 
shown in Figure 3.

The 417.6-megacycle injection frequency is 
linked-coupled to the mixer stage through a short 
piece of 50-ohm coaxial cable. The coupling loop 
L 1 0  is about to i  of an inch from  L 14.

Figure 4: Construclion details for two rf 
amplifiers.

Mechanical Description
A  chassis measuring 5-by-7-by-3 inches is used 

as the enclosure for the converter. The circuit is 
constructed on a flat piece of flashing copper with 
a shield separating the oscillator-multiplier from 
the if amplifier. The top plate is also 5-by-7-by-3 
inches and is fastened to the aluminum chassis 
which forms the base for the two rf lines. One 
side of the alum inum  chassis is cut out to facilitate 
tuning of the oscillator-m ultiplier circuits as well 
as the coils in the if amplifier. Figure 2 shows the 
position of the shields.

Because the oscillator-multiplier circuit is of 
conventional design, no trouble should be encoun
tered if good high-frequency wiring techniques 
are used. The 6CW 4 (V4) oscillator stage is a 
harm onic overtone crystal circuit. A lthough 
slightly higher in cost than other crystals, over
tone crystals are more accurate. Slight shifts in 
crystal frequency can be troublesome when m ulti
plying to 417 megacycles. Because a num ber of 
receivers can tune below 14 megacycles and above 
18 megacycles, a slight shift in the injection fre
quency can be compensated for.

W hen the 52.2-megacycle crystal in the grid 
circuit of the 6CW 4 (V4) is oscillating, the plate 
circuit should be tuned to  52.2 megacycles. The 
high-value grid resistance (around 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  ohms) 
prevents excessive crystal current flow. Most

Construction of Quarter-Wavelength Lines

The chassis is made of li-inch -square  extruded 
brass. One side is cut out, except for two end 
ribs which are required for mounting the cover. 
The plate on which the socket is m ounted is made 
of flashing copper and soldered into position in
side the brass extrusion. Position of components 
and dimensions for the lines are shown in Figures 
2 and 4.

The crystal mixer is coupled to the line by 
means of coupling loop L n , which is spaced i  to 
3 % inch from  the plate line. The ungrounded end 
of this loop is connected to a valve pin removed 
from an old octal valve. This pin is force-fitted 
into an insulating block m ounted on the chassis. 
Details for this construction are shown in Figure
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Figure 5: Construction for crystal mixer circuit.

5. This arrangem ent does not require any solder
ing at either end of the crystal diode. The L- 
shaped bracket is made to a close tolerance, and 
perm its electrical contacts to be made at either 
end of the crystal without soldering.

By the addition of another piece of copper and 
one layer of Teflon sheet 0.010-inch thick, the 
L-shaped bracket also becomes capacitor C<„ 
having a capacitance of 45 picofarads. The mixing 
frequency is injected to the plate line of the 
second rf amplifier by the coaxial cable, both 
ends of which use a “phono-type” jack.

The size of the mixer-coupling loop (L i0) 
determines the am ount of crystal current. A  piece 
of wire, approxim ately i- in ch  in length, should 
be formed into a small loop. One end of this 
loop is connected to the phono socket and the 
other end is soldered to the chassis. Adjustm ent 
of the distance of the loop to the plate line deter
mines the am ount of injection voltage to the 
mixer and also the mixer crystal current flow. 
Precaution should be taken because excessive 
injection voltage may result in reception of sig
nals outside the band. Optim um  adjustm ent of 
the mixer is required to elim inate unwanted 
frequencies.

Adjustment Procedure

The oscillator-m ultiplier is adjusted first for 
normal operation. A  grid-dip meter is a very use
ful instrument and is considered a necessity when 
building converters such as the one discussed 
here. Insert V4 (the 6CW 4 oscillator) into its 
socket. Tem porarily connect a milliammeter (10 
milliamperes full scale) in series with the 4700- 
ohm resistor in the oscillator plate circuit. Apply
120 volts B-|- and tune C 8  until a sharp “kick” 
in current on the milliammeter indicates that the 
circuit is oscillating. Couple the grid-dip m eter 
near L i and read the frequency (which should be 
the frequency m arked on the crystal, i.e., 52.2 
megacycles). The stage should oscillate readily 
with an active crystal; if it does not, reduce the 
value of the grid resistor until oscillation is 
obtained. It is not advisable to go lower than 
47,000 ohms because too much crystal current 
flow may cause the crystal to heat and, as a result, 
drift in frequency.

Remove the milliammeter and solder the 4700- 
ohm resistor back into the circuit. Insert V5 
(7587 quadrupler) into its socket. Apply B-f- and

Page 97 Please
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“Permanent Magnets and Magnetism”, Editor 
D. Hadfield, Iliffie Books Ltd., Size 10" x 6", 556  
pages, 243 diagrams, 28 pages of art plates.

Because of their versatility, perm anent mag
nets have many and diverse uses, ranging from 
the small com pact magnets of specialized and 
expensive material, used in the control systems 
of rockets, to the field systems of large genera
tors and motors. This is the first fully com pre
hensive and definitive book on the subject to be 
published in Britain. It has been written, under 
the General Editorship of Dr. D. Hadfield, by a 
team  of authors, each an acknowledged expert 
in his own field, and with the assistance of a panel 
of consultants.

This book should prove invaluable to students 
of electrical engineering and electronics, to poten
tial designers of perm anent m agnet systems, to 
users of perm anent magnets, and to m anufac
turers and metallurgists in the industry.

“Junction Transistor Circuit Analysis”, S. S. 
Hakim, Iliffe Books Limited, 521 pages, 443 
diagrams in the text. Size 8 j"  x 5 i ".

This book deals with the m athem atical treat
ment of a wide range of problems associated with 
the design of transistor circuits. Although the 
approach is largely theoretical, m any examples 
are included to illustrate the application of theory 
to practice.

The volume contains much that has not reached 
textbooks before, including original work by the 
author, who has not hesitated to deal with sub
jects which have daunted others. Unlike some 
authors on this subject he uses conventional active 
circuit analytical methods, employing modern 
mathematical techniques. Although the book 
deals with an advanced subject, the introductory 
rem arks at the beginning of each chapter will give 
the newcomer a sense of connection with things 
which he already knows, and will enable him to 
follow the contents of each chapter.

This book will prove invaluable to established 
designers, analysers and research workers on 
transistor circuitry. Typical questions and a 
bibliography are included at the end of each 
chapter for further study.

2N1632S
GERMANIUM P-N-P DRIFT FIELD TRANSISTOR

For R ad io-frequency A m plifier  A pplications  
in Battery-operated R adio R eceivers  

D im en sional O utline TO-1

Emitter current, peak 10 ma
Transistor dissipation in free air:

At T:: =  25 C 120 mw
At T =  55 C 60 mw

Junction temperature 85°C
Storage temperature:

Maximum 85 C 
Minimum .........................  —65 C

May, 1963

M A X IM U M  R A T IN G S, A B SO LU T E

Collector-to-base voltage,
peak ..................................... —34 volts

Collector-to-emitter voltage,
emitter reverse biased,
peak —34 volts

Emitter-to-base voltage, peak —0.5 volt
Collector current, peak — 10 ma

Radiotronics



TYPICAL OPERATION
Radio frequency amplifier, common emitter 

circuit, base input. Am bient tem perature =  25 °C.

96

c C
\

p s  V, J9i« = ( o l  YfeV| l o l j9oe V0 gL>
Cje \ZyYreV0 vZ/ c oe f

t o -------- < i 1 1 1--------O -4----
E E

DC VC E - 8 -  8 -  8 - 8 volts

DC I e -  1 -  I -  1 -  1 ma
FREQUENCY 0 .5 1.5 IO 20 Me

9 ie 0 .27 0 .5 2.3 5 ma/v

c ie 85 76 70 60 Pf
9o« 0 .0 0 2 0 .0 0 5 0-036 0.1 ma/v

Coe 4 4 4 4 pf
lYfel 34 32 30 29 ma/v

0f€ 359 358 337 320 degrees

1 Ypel 0 .0 0 9 0 .0 2 3 0.15 0.3 ma/v
270 269 267 265 degrees

G * 57 50 35 26 db

9 s f 2.5 5 3.2 8 ma/v

0.33 0 .4 2.7 1.5 ma/v
s t 3 3 3 3

Gmf 41 37 21 17 db

*The maxim um  available unilateralized power gL and gs have been selected to produce an
gain, with m atched and tuned input and output, optimum compromise in gain, noise and stability
is given by: at the frequencies indicated. A  stability factor of

2  3 has been used at all frequencies, as defined by
G _  I I the expression:

4 9ie 9oe

, . . . . . .  (9 s  + 9 ie )(9 i_ + 9oe)fT he maximum useful power gain is given by. s  — ---------------------------------
,  l Y f e l l Y r e l

=  1 Yfg I _9l_ 2 =  3

m C9l  + 9oe)^ 9in

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Voltage values are given with respect to base, and at an am bient tem perature of 25 “C unless 
otherwise stated.

M in. Typical M ax.
Collector leakage current:

W ith dc collector volts =  —34, em itter current zero —  —  —50 pa
W ith dc collector volts =  — 12, em itter current zero —  —  — 16 //.a

Em itter leakage current:
W ith dc em itter volts =  —0.5, collector current zero —  —  — 16 //.a

Small-signal current gain at 1 Kc:
W ith dc collector volts =  —6 , dc collector current =  —2 ma 20 100 —

Frequency for unity current gain:
W ith dc collector volts =  — 6 , dc collector current =  —2 ma 40 60 —  Me
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FREQUENCY MC

NUVISTOR CONVERTER

Continued from Page 94

couple the grid-dip meter near L 2 and adjust C 4  

for m axim um  output at 208.8 megacycles. Place 
V 6  (6CW 4 doubler) into its socket. (This stage 
may present an adjustm ent problem  because most 
grid-dip meters used by ham  operators do not 
cover frequencies above 220 megacycles.) If a 
grid meter is not available to m easure 418 mega
cycles, adjust C3, for maximum mixer crystal cur
ren t (1.0 to 1.5 milliamperes maximum).

After a signal generator or antenna system with 
a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms is con

nected to the first rf stage and the receiver is 
tuned to 15 megacycles, tune C 4 and C 5  for maxi
m um  noise and crystal current. If the crystal 
current is more than 1 . 0  milliampere, bend the 
injection loop (L i0) toward the chassis until the 
crystal current measures between 0 . 6  and 0 . 8  

milliampere. A t this time, trim  the oscillator- 
multiplier circuits for maximum noise signal.

The if amplifier can now be checked for opera
tion and perform ance. Remove the connection to  
the crystal and connect a signal generator to the 
grid of the 7587 mixer. Response should be fairly 
flat over the 14-to- 16-megacycle range. Tuning 
of the generator over the 14-to-18 megacycle 
range requires some peaking of the coils (L7, L 8). 
If no generator is available, noise from  the rf 
amplifier and the mixer can be used to peak the 
coils.

No oscillation should be observed when a 
properly m atched antenna is connected to the first 
rf stage and C i and C 2  are tuned for maximum 
noise. If oscillation does occur, the coupling loops 
(L 1 2 , L n ) in the rf amplifier probably are coupled 
too loosely.

(With acknowledgements to RCA)

NEW RELEASES

8032
The 8032, with its 13.5-volt heater is the 

latest m ember of the famous 6146 family with 
the same big power output: 70 watts of ICAS CW 
power at 60 Me, 35 watts ICAS CW power at 
175 Me for mobile communications. The 8032 
is fitted with the latest “dark heater.”

4449
The 4449 is a new special-purpose image- 

converter tube designed for ultra-high-speed 
photographic shutter service and is offered as a 
new scientific tool in the photography of a single 
or a series of tim e-sequential events of extremely 
short duration. This new tube utilizes a highly- 
sensitive photocathode having S -11 spectral re
sponse and an aluminized P I 1 phosphor which 
emits high-intensity actinic blue fluorescence to 
facilitate its use in photographic applications. 
Among the outstanding features of this new tube 
shutter speeds as short as 1 0  nanoseconds with 
little loss in resolution, and a minimum resolution 
capability of 17 line-pairs per millimetre.

Radiotronics May, 1963
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25 YEARS OF TELEVISION
by W. T. Cocking, M.I.E.E.

A t the present time, the British television ser
vices comprise two independent networks of 
transm itters, each covering over 95 per cent, of 
the population of the country. One is owned and 
operated by the British Broadcasting Corporation 
(B .B .C .), which also provides the program m es; 
the other is owned by the Independent Television 
Authority ( I .T .A .) , and the programmes for this 
are provided by a num ber of programme com
panies. A  licence is required to  operate a tele
vision receiver and a proportion of the licence 
fee is paid to the B.B.C. and it is this which forms 
its revenue. The I.T .A ., on the other hand, gets 
its income indirectly from advertising; the com 
panies which supply the program m es pay the 
I.T .A . for the provision of the technical services 
of the transm itters and they obtain their income 
from advertisers.

Nationwide Link Up
In  each netw ork the transm itting stations are 

all linked by coaxial cables a n d /o r  cm-wave 
radio links so that a single program m e can be, 
and often is, radiated from  them all. Nearly every
where the viewer has the choice of two alternative 
programmes one from the B.B.C. and the other 
from I.T .A . The B.B.C. transmissions are all on 
frequencies between 41 M e and 6 8  M e (B and 1) 
while the I.T .A . lie between 184 M e and 216 M e 
(B and 111).

It has taken m any years of developm ent to 
reach this present position and it has taken longer 
in Britain to achieve nationwide coverage than in 
some other countries because Britain was the first 
country to start regular television broadcasting 
and had to learn how to do it the hard way. 
O ther countries have had the benefit of Britain’s 
experience.

World’s First Regular Transmissions

The real starting point of m odern television 
was 2nd Novem ber 1936 when the B.B.C. began 
regular transmissions from  a station in N orth 
London. Development of the apparatus, of 
course, had been going on for years before this, 
but this date is the im portant one as m arking the 
start of regular transmissions with a workable 
system.

As far back as 1929 there were experimental 
transmissions of low-definition television. These 
were a result of John Logie B aird’s w ork and 
used only 30 lines with a bandwidth of about 
lO kc/s and were radiated by the B.B.C. from  one 
of its medium wave transm itters. A n ordinary 
sound broadcast receiver was used and its output 
fed into the picture-producing apparatus. This 
comprised a neon tube, the light output from 
which varied according to the signal, m ounted 
behind a Nipkow disc. This was a light metal 
disc with 30 holes in it driven by an electric 
m otor at 750 revolutions per minute. There were
1 2 i fields a second only. The resulting picture 
was only about an inch (2.5 cm ) across and 
was viewed through a magnifying glass.

These transmissions were purely experimental 
and aroused little general interest, the picture was 
much too small and its quality much too poor for 
that. They served, however, to dem onstrate the 
im practicability of television on the medium wave
band and the serious shortcom ings of mechanical 
methods. They were a precursor of m odern tele
vision but form ed no direct link in the chain of 
development. In a sense they were a digression 
from the direct path.
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As early as 1911 Campbell-Swinton had out
lined a scheme for an all-electronic television 
system which included a cam era tube using the 
storage principle! I t  was at that time quite 
impracticable for none of the necessary electronic 
devices had then been adequately developed; it 
was really an inspired prophecy, for his scheme 
was surprisingly like modern television.

Alternate Systems

As already stated, however, m odern television 
really started in 1936 and in its development 
during the early 1930’s there were two great 
rivals. On the one hand E .M .I. (E lectric and 
M usical Industries) associated with M arconi’s 
Wireless Telegraph Company and on the other 
hand the Baird Company. They developed dif
ferent systems and by 1936 they had both 
achieved similar results. The M arconi-E.M .I. 
system had 405-lines and 50 fields per second 
with 2:1 interlace while the Baird System had 
240 lines 25 fields with sequential scanning. 
A part from this the E .M .I. system had an Em i- 
tron (iconoscope-type) cam era tube utilising the 
image-storing principle, whereas the Baird used 
an image-dissector and, for some purposes, a 
m echanical m irror-drum  scanner. Cathoderay 
tube receivers were used for both.

Both Systems produced pictures of about equal 
quality. Each had some points in which it was 
the better and others in which it was inferior. 
Because of this there was great difficulty in 
deciding which should be adopted. Accordingly, 
when regular transmissions started on 2 nd 
November, 1936 they were both used, alternately, 
each for a week at a time.

W hen experience had been gained with both 
under operating conditions the decision was made 
to adopt the 405-line M arconi-E .M .I. system 
exclusively and ever since this has rem ained the 
British television system. This was on 6 th  Feb
ruary 1937. The reason for the choice was no 
outstanding advantage of the system over its 
rival at that time, but the fact that it showed 
itself to have much more potentiality for future 
development.

Basic System Adopted

T hat it was the right decision is shown by the 
fact that all other countries have subsequently 
adopted the same basic system. There are dif
ferences in the num ber of scanning lines used, 
of course, and in the form of m odulation, but 
the basic principles of an all-electronic system 
with image storage in the cam era tube and 2 : 1  

interlacing are universal.

Television transmissions continued regularly 
until 1st September 1939 when the imminence 
of W orld W ar II made it necessary to stop the 
service. In this three and a half year period of 
pre-war operation considerable development took 
place, especially in the televising of film and in 
outside broadcast equipment. This was of major 
im portance in popularising television because it 
perm itted the televising of sporting events.

Receivers in this pre-war period usually had 
cathode-ray tubes with 12-inch (30.5 cm ) 
screens. Good quality stable pictures were 
obtained, but the brightness was low by modern 
standards and no more than subdued room  light
ing was permissible. As time went on smaller 
tubes were used to reduce the cost of receivers 
and the 9 inch (23 cm ) screen became fairly 
common and some sets had even smaller tubes.

The Pioneers’ Problems

In looking back it must be rem em bered that 
everything necessary for television was in an early 
stage of development. I t was then a real achieve
ment to radiate kilowatts of pow er at 45 M e with 
a bandwidth of some 5 M e (Double-sideband 
operation was then employed). I t was also an 
achievement to build high-gain r.f. amplifiers for 
this frequency and bandwidth. It was no t merely 
that few people then knew how to do it; it was 
much m ore difficult then than now for the only 
valves available were ones which we should now 
consider unsuitable for the job.

Television thus stimulated valve development 
and by the start of the war valves with satisfac
tory characteristics were in large-scale production.

Rapid Post-war Development

W hen television restarted after the war on 6 th 
June 1946, using the same 405-line standard, 
its further development was rapid. O n the trans
mitting side the B.B.C. started on the erection 
of a network of stations to cover the country. 
The first new station to be opened (December 
1949) was at Sutton Coldfield, near Birmingham, 
and three more were completed by A ugust 1952, 
making a total of five high-power stations, with 
effective radiated powers between 100 Kw and 
200 Kw. In  M arch  1956 the original London 
station at A lexandra Palace in N orth London 
was replaced by a new station of higher power 
at Crystal Palace in South London. Five medium 
power (about 12-30 Kw e .r.p .) stations were 
erected between 1953 and 1956 and a num ber 
of low-power (l-1 .5 K w ) stations have since 
been brought into use.
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The five high-power stations occupy separate 
channels in Band 1 (41-68 M e). The other 
stations use the same channels, stations sharing 
a channel being geographically remote and also 
using different polarization of the radiated sig
nals. Further to reduce any interference the 
vision carrier frequencies are offset by two-thirds 
of the line scanning frequency. By 1959 the 
B.B.C. television service was available to about
98.6 per cent of the population of G reat Britain. 
Further expansion, which is still in progress, is 
for a further 25 satellite stations to increase the 
coverage to 99.4 per cent.

Alternative Programmes
It was in 1955 that an alternative program m e 

became available to London viewers with the 
opening of the first of the Independent Television 
A uthority’s stations near Croydon in South 
London. Since then an I.T .A . network has been 
erected giving a second program m e to most of 
the country.

In producing this second chain of transm itters 
fresh technical problems arose because the trans
missions are all on frequencies around 200 Me 
instead of around 50 Me. Problems arose in 
obtaining sufficient power, but now the main 
stations are of 200-475 Kw e.r.p. with smaller 
ones of 25-100 Kw.

Further problems arose on the receiving side 
in aerials, tuning systems and methods of station 
selection. These have long been solved and the 
tu rret tuner with a cascode r.f. amplifier and 
triode-pentode frequency changer has become 
virtually the standard “front-end” of all television 
receivers.

Progressive Increase of Screen Size
The first post-war receivers usually had a 

9-inch (23cm ) tube, but tube sizes have greatly 
increased. The 17-inch (43cm ) is now the most 
popular size but 19-inch (48cm ) and larger are 
quite common. As the size of the screen has 
increased the length of the tube has decreased 
with the result that m odern sets are much 
shallower back-to-front than the older ones 
despite the larger pictures.

This has m eant that the electron beam in the 
tube m ust be deflected through a much larger 
angle and a great deal of circuit and component 
development has been necessary to enable this 
to be done satisfactorily and economically.

As is usual in any engineering work spectacular 
inventions are rare and progress mainly consists 
in the accumulation over the years of a host of 
m inor improvements, some of which are indivi
dually almost trivial. As far as receivers are con
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cerned, the result has been not merely greatly 
improved perform ance and reliability but also a 
great reduction of price in real money terms. The 
nominal prices of television sets today are the 
same as or cheaper than  pre-war in spite of the 
fact that there is now a heavy purchase tax on 
them and the pound is only w orth about a third 
of its pre-war value.

The Zoom Lens

Some of the most im portant post-war develop
ments have lain in a branch of television that is 
often forgotten. This is in the cameras and their 
control equipm ent and other associated appara
tus. The orthicon, im age-orthicon and vidicon 
type tubes have had great benefits. Some perm it 
pictures to be secured with but little lighting, 
others are noteworthy for their small size and so 
have particular application in portable equipment. 
Each has its own particular sphere of proper 
operation. The zoom lens is another development 
of particular value in outside broadcasts where 
rapid changes from long shots to close-ups are 
needed.

Cam era control equipm ent is designed especi
ally to facilitate the production of a television 
programme by mixing, fading or cutting the 
pictures from several different cameras. I t is even 
possible to cut a hole into the picture from  one 
cam era and insert into it a picture from another 
cam era (inlay). Thus odd effects can easily be 
secured, such as of a group of midgets dancing 
in a m an’s hand!

In addition to all these things for live pro
grammes, there is apparatus for televising pic
tures recorded on film. This is a particularly 
difficult electro-mechanical operation, but the 
problems have long been solved. M ore recently, 
apparatus for recording live television p ro 
grammes has been developed, both photographic 
and magnetic recording are used.

Space does not perm it discussion of standards 
converters, whereby pictures produced on one 
set of television standards can be converted into 
signals on a different standard, nor of methods 
whereby a picture can be transm itted slowly over 
a narrow bandwidth, recorded and then trans
mitted at normal bandwidth. By this means a 
moving picture of an event in the U.S.A., say, 
can be transm itted over the transatlantic cable 
and broadcast in this country, perhaps an hour 
later.

This brief account of the development of 
British television gives an idea of the events of 
the last 25 years. It has taken this time because

Page 108 Please
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GRID CURRENTS AND GRID BIAS

by B. J. Simpson

This item started off as a note on the various types of bias arrangements used with 
electron valves, because our correspondence files show that there are a few points that 
could be profitably cleared up. During the preparation of the text, it seemed a good idea 
to include also a few words on grid currents, as in some cases they are directly related to

the problem of grid bias.

W hen we visualise a valve operating, it is very 
easy to ignore or forget grid currents, although 
we know quite well that they are a factor. In 
many cases, the forgetfulness is excusable because 
grid currents pose no problem. O thers seem to 
think that grid currents are of interest only in 
relation to large transm itting valves and the like, 
but this is certainly far from the truth. Grid cur
rents can be encountered in small receiving type 
valves as well, and in fact in any type of valve. 
Sometimes these currents are detrim ental in some 
way, at other times we can make good use of 
them.

In order to define our area of interest, we will 
restrict ourselves to consideration of currents in 
the control grid of a valve. There are four sources 
of control grid current, and they are:

Contact Potential. This is largely determined 
by the initial velocity of electrons leaving the 
cathode.

Gas Currents. These are the result of positive 
ions striking the grid; the positive ions are them 
selves created by collisions between electrons and 
stray gas molecules inside the valve, hence the 
name.

Inter-electrode Leakage. Low insulation be
tween electrodes at different potentials will allow 
a relatively significant current to flow between 
them  and through the external circuit connecting 
them.

Spurious Emission. Emission from  the control 
grid itself will produce a grid current.

A  typical com parison of the four sources of 
control grid current is shown in Fig. 1. The 
actual conditions will depend on the valve type 
under consideration and its operating conditions, 
and in some cases may vary appreciably from one 
valve to another of the same type. The pattern 
of behaviour, however, may be expected to follow 
the typical case within broad limits. Thus, a study 
of Fig. 1 can immediately tell us quite a lot 
about this problem , and ways of reducing it.

We will note for example, that the contact 
potential current varies with both heater or fila
ment tem perature and with bias voltage. F o r a 
given value of heater/filam ent voltage (tem pera
ture), contact potential current can be virtually 
cut off. It will also be seen that the leakage 
current is roughly linear with respect to applied 
voltage; being a resistive com ponent, this is what 
would be expected. In a good valve, the actual 
value of the leakage current would be negligible.

The gas current and spurious emission current 
follow a very similar law, and this also would be 
expected. They are decreased with increasing bias 
voltage; gas current is increased because the 
increased negative bias voltage attracts more 
strongly the positive ions, whilst spurious emis
sion currents are likely to be increased as the 
grid is made more negative with respect to the 
other electrodes.
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Fig. 1

Contact Potential
The contact potential of an electron valve is 

arbitrarily fixed by valve m anufacturers as the 
negative grid potential required to produce a 
current of 0.1 microampere. This value of current 
is regarded as the cutoff point. C ontact potential 
may therefore be described as the value of electric 
retarding field necessary to restrain those elec
trons that have sufficient kinetic energy to travel 
from the cathode to the grid.

Contact potential also includes thermally- 
generated voltages arising from  therm al differences 
between dissimilar metals forming the cathode and 
grid assemblies. Because contact potential is a 
function of the initial electron velocity, it is depen
dent on the tem perature of the heater or filament, 
tha t is, upon the heater or filament voltage. This 
is shown in Fig. 1, where the variation is typically 
shown for the m edian or “bogey” value of heater 
voltage, and for values of -f-1 0 % and — 1 0 % .

It will be seen from Fig. 1 that even with a 
+  1 0 % heater voltage applied, the contact poten
tial current is virtually cutoff for grid bias vol
tages greater than about 1 volt. The exact value 
of cutoff bias will depend on the specific valve 
type, but will usually be of this order. In the 
region below cutoff, that is, with say less than
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— 1  volt grid bias, contact potential current has 
two effects.

Firstly, the current represents a finite dynamic 
grid impedance, and secondly, it is a direct- 
current source of high internal resistance. These 
effects in turn  can be detrim ental to perform ance 
in m any ways, such as the production of low- 
frequency distortion in audio amplifiers, loading 
of preceding tuned circuits, variation of age 
voltage values, and so on. W here the grid resis
tance has a high value, the actual bias applied 
to the valve may vary considerably from  one 
valve to another, that is, the circuit is not tolerant 
of valve changes, even if the replacem ent valve 
is of the same type and make.

It is usual to avoid these troubles by applying 
a sufficient bias voltage between the grid and the 
cathode to take the operating point outside the 
regions of contact potential current. If a valve 
m ust be operated in the contact potential current 
region, then the grid resistance value should be 
kept as low as possible to minimise these effects.

Because of the im portance of contact potential 
currents, and the fact that they are sometimes 
used for biasing purposes, it may be as well to 
look further into this question. In  Fig. 2 we see 
three curves of contact potential current resulting 
from three values of heater voltage, the nominal 
voltage and + 1 0 %  and — 10% values. Two 
resistive load lines are draw n on the diagram, 
one representing a high value of grid resistance 
and the other a low value of grid resistance.

An exam ination of Fig. 2 yields some interest
ing data. We can see that the actual value of 
bias resulting from  the contact potential current 
flow through the external grid resistor will vary

Eci

Fig. 2
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not only with the value of the grid resistor, as 
it obviously will, but also with the heater voltage. 
Remember that the heater voltage is not an 
immutable value, but will vary with variations 
in supply line voltage. M oreover, the position of 
the contact potential current lines in the diagram 
will vary within limits for different valves of the 
same type num ber.

It will also be seen from  Fig. 2 that the varia
tions just m entioned occur over a smaller range 
when the value of the grid resistor is lower. A 
lower value of grid resistor also allows a lower 
value of bias to  be obtained if this is a considera
tion. The low values of bias available with this 
m ethod of biasing will also mean that the stage 
is incapable of handling large signal levels with
out serious distortion.

So far we have mentioned contact potential 
current as a rather variable characteristic of a 
valve, and it is certainly one for which a con
trolled specification is not usually issued. There is, 
however, an exception, and that is the “hybrid” 
valve specially produced for use in automobile 
radio receivers. The low plate potential available 
for these valves means that the valves must be 
operated very close to zero bias to achieve satis
factory perform ance, that is, they m ust be 
operated in the contact potential current region.

This means that this class of valve must be 
tested and controlled within the contact potential 
region, and this is in fact done. M ore will be said 
on this point later, when the various biasing 
methods are discussed.

Gas Currents

Every effort is made by the valve m anufacturer 
to exclude gas from  high-vacuum valves. During 
m anufacture, the valve assemblies are heated to 
high tem peratures to drive out occluded gases in 
the glass, metal and mica parts. This happens 
whilst the valve is being pumped, so that any gas 
released is immediately removed from  the assem
bly. Finally, after the valve has been pum ped to 
a  very low pressure, it is sealed off and the getter 
is fired electronically. The getter is usually of 
magnesium  or a similar m aterial. Its purpose is 
to absorb any molecules of gas rem aining in the 
valve after sealing, and any gas released in the 
valve, or which enters the valve, during its life.

Gas is released from  the valve parts, particu
larly the cathode, during norm al operation of the 
valve. W hilst the getter will clean up this gas, 
the gas is free within the envelope for a finite 
time. W hen electrons collide with gas molecules, 
positive ions are produced, which are attracted 
towards the grid, normally the most-negative 
electrode in the assembly. The greater the cathode

current, the greater the risk of collision and the 
larger the num ber of positive ions produced.

Occluded gas released within the valve during 
life is largely a function of the operating tem 
perature. O peration of a valve in a hot location, 
or beyond the maximum rated dissipation is 
therefore detrim ental to operation and long life.

A factor which is often questioned is the dif
ferent rated maximum grid circuit resistances for 
self-bias and fixed-bias operation. This is directly 
related to the gas current, which is the limiting 
factor which determines the quoted figures. If the 
grid circuit resistance is too high, the gas current 
flowing through it will produce a positive bias, 
which in turn will allow a higher plate current to 
flow. Increasing the plate current increases the 
valve dissipation, accelerating the release of 
occluded gas and so causing more gas current to 
flow. It will be seen that this is a form of positive 
feedback, which, if allowed to become established, 
will lead to a run-away condition and will even
tually destroy the valve.

In the case of self-bias, an increase in cathode 
current will also increase the bias voltage, so 
that to some extent the condition is self-correcting 
with self-bias. This is why the maximum value 
of grid circuit resistance quoted for self-bias 
operation is always higher than that for fixed-bias 
operation.

Inter-electrode Leakage
In those places where mechanical support is 

necessary for the electrodes of a valve, insulation 
is provided by glass, mica, ceramic or other 
material. Whilst it is a fact that infinite insula
tion resistance can never be achieved, at the same 
time, suitable precautions will allow the insula
tion resistance to be raised to the point where 
leakage is of no consequence.
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Mica is the most common insulating m aterial 
used in valves, and the deposition of m aterial on 
the surface can seriously lower the insulation 
resistance. Precautions are taken to select the 
best quality mica; the surface is then roughened 
or coated to reduce the deposition of m aterial, 
slots are cut to lengthen the leakage paths, and 
great care is taken in preparation and assembly.

During operation, the insulating m aterial may 
become lightly coated with conductive m aterial 
through a process of sublim ation or the conden
sation of metallic m aterials evaporated from  the 
cathode on to the cooler insulating surfaces. The 
form ation of this type of leakage path  is largely 
a function of the cathode tem perature at which 
the valve is operated, and is another good reason 
why the m anufacturers’ recom m endations should 
be followed in relation to heater voltage and 
current. Dirt and moisture on the valve envelope 
can also give rise to appreciable leakage currents.

Leakage resistances can form  potential dividers 
with circuit resistances, and if the values of the 
circuit resistances are high enough to approach 
the values of leakage resistances, the bias may 
be shifted. In severe cases, this can lead to rising 
distortion, complete malfunction of the circuit, 
or a damaging “run-aw ay” condition.

Spurious Emission
It is customary to regard the cathode of a 

valve as the one and only emitting electrode, but 
this is not strictly true. In  principle, any metal 
is capable of emitting electrons if heated to  a 
sufficient tem perature, the only difference being 
the work function and the num ber of electrons 
emitted. The work function is a measure of the 
energy that must be added to the energy already 
possessed by electrons in the m etal in order to 
allow the electrons to leave the surface of the 
metal and become free electrons. The added energy 
in this context is provided by heating the metal.

Fig. 4

As far as the grid is concerned, we are in
terested in currents originating at tha t electrode 
as a result of either prim ary or secondary emis
sion to some more positive electrode. This cur
rent, with the grid acting as a cathode, will cause 
a positive shift in bias, the am ount of the shift 
being dependent on the value of the grid circuit 
resistance. The effect is similar to that produced 
by gas current, in that it gives rise to a condition 
that is capable of producing a  cumulative effect 
leading to damage to or destruction of the valve.

I t is also possible, where the grid is not the 
most negatively-maintained electrode in the valve, 
for the grid to act as an anode and to receive 
currents emitted from other electrodes. This cur
rent will cause a negative shift in the bias, which, 
whilst not potentially destructive, could certainly 
prove detrim ental to satisfactory operation.

As a step to avoiding emission from  electrodes 
other than the cathode, the valve m anufacturer 
will use m aterials for the other electrodes which 
have a high work function, that is, m aterials 
which emit electrons only reluctantly. The m ain
tenance of low operating tem peratures, adherence 
to the m akers’ recom m endations regarding valve 
dissipation, and the use of low values of grid cir
cuit resistance will assist in avoiding the effects of 
spurious emission currents.

Grid Bias

Having got this far, it will already be obvious 
why grid currents were included in a discussion 
of the various methods of applying bias to a 
valve. W hatever means are adopted to bias a 
valve, precautions must also be taken to ensure 
that the bias is not subsequently shifted by poor 
circuit design or incorrect operation of the valve.

It is proposed to discuss here six of the more 
popular methods of applying bias to a valve, and 
their respective merits. Considerations involved 
in assessing the m erit of any m ethod include its 
effect on the initial spread of electrical charac
teristics of the valve type to be used, the effect 
of supply variations on valve perform ance, the 
effects of falling valve perform ance during life 
on the operation of the circuit, hum  and heater- 
cathode leakage, maximum permissible grid cir
cuit resistance, circuit protection afforded by the 
chosen method, perform ance available from  the 
valve, the am ount of grid current drawn, and cost.

The six biasing methods to be discussed are:

Fixed-bias, in which the bias voltage is sup
plied by a voltage source provided for the 
purpose.
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Self-bias, where the bias is derived from  the 
voltage drop across a resistor in the cathode lead 
of the valve. This is also known as cathode bias.

Partial fixed and self bias, which is a com bina
tion of the two methods previously mentioned.

Grid-leak bias, sometimes called contact-poten
tial bias, in which the bias voltage is derived 
from  the contact potential current.

Signal-bias, which is derived from the current 
through a grid circuit resistance by driving the 
valve into grid current at the positive peaks of 
the input signal.

Combined signal and self bias, the description 
of which is self-explanatory.

N ot all of these m ethods will be fam iliar to all 
readers, particularly to those who are mainly 
interested in receivers and audio amplifiers. The 
first two mentioned are by far the most common, 
and are met with every day.

Fixed Bias

The general arrangem ent for fixed bias is shown 
in Fig. 3. Here a pre-determ ined and unvarying 
bias voltage is applied from  a battery or special 
bias circuit. Because of the constant voltages 
applied, the only degeneration present in the cir
cuit will be that due to the plate load resistance 
and the screen dropping resistance. Although 
degeneration from  these two sources will narrow 
initial spreads in such valve characteristics as plate 
and screen current, and transconductance, the 
effect is less than with cathode or self bias.

The initial characteristics spreads are the 
broadest with this method, and the effects of 
supply voltage variations are also at a maximum. 
Any change in a characteristic during the life of 
the valve will immediately be seen in a change 
of performance.

Since no cathode resistor is normally used with 
fixed bias circuits, hum  due to heater-cathode 
leakage should be eliminated. No grid current is 
drawn, and as explained earlier, the grid circuit 
resistance should preferably be as low as possible; 
there is no circuit protection inherent in the 
m ethod itself.

It must be recognised that with this method, 
there is a danger of damage to the valve should 
the bias supply be lost. This is im portant because 
in practice, the bias voltage is invariably derived 
either from  a  suitable voltage that already hap
pens to be available in the circuit, or from  a 
special circuit designed to develop the bias voltage. 
In large equipments, elaborate precautions are 
taken to “lock-out” the high tension voltages until

the bias voltage is present, but in smaller equip
ments this is not an economic idea. Some degree 
of protection can be afforded by the use of large 
values of plate and screen resistors, and operation 
at low B supply voltages.

O ther things being equal, fixed bias is capable 
of realising the full perform ance potential of a 
valve. F rom  a cost point of view, it depends on 
whether a bias voltage is already available in the 
equipm ent, and if not, on the extra cost involved 
in providing it.

(
Self Bias

This m ethod is probably the most common used 
today. It is shown in Fig. 4, and it will be seen 
that the cathode is taken positive with respect to 
ground by inserting a resistor in the cathode lead. 
The voltage developed across this resistor will 
depend on its size and the cathode current flowing. 
Because the grid circuit is returned to ground, the 
grid is negative with respect to cathode.

The presence of the cathode resistor introduces 
dc negative feedback, and to some extent makes 
the circuit self-compensating for variations in valve 
characteristics. The dc degeneration is a disadvan
tage in some dc amplifier circuits, but as far as 
audio and higher frequencies are concerned, full 
perform ance is available. D egeneration at signal 
frequencies is avoided by by-passing the cathode 
resistor with a capacitor offering a low impedance 
at the frequencies of interest.

The self-bias m ethod reduces dram atically the 
initial spread of valve characteristics and reduces 
the effect of power supply voltage variations to a 
minimum, by virtue of its inherent dc feedback. 
For the same reason, the effect of valve changes 
during life upon the perform ance of the equip
ment is also reduced to a minimum, and the circuit 
is largely self-protecting.

A  com parison of the cathode current spread in 
a typical valve at the high and low plate current 
limits under conditions of fixed and self bias is 
shown in Fig. 5. The diagram shows the range 
of cathode current with a fixed bias equal to the 
mean value of bias derived from a cathode resis
tor. It will immediately be seen that the spread 
of cathode current is quite high particularly when 
com pared with the spread using self bias.

If self bias is used, the spread of cathode cur
rent, as indicated by the intersections of the line 
representing the cathode resistor and the two 
transfer curves, is seen to be much lower. Even 
when a 2 0 % tolerance is allowed for the cathode 
resistor, the spread of cathode current is still seen 
to be only about half that for the fixed bias 
arrangement.
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Higher values of grid circuit resistance are 
possible with self bias, whilst the cost of the 
provision is in general quite low. It m ust however, 
be realised that this m ethod increases the possible 
effect of heater-cathode leakage. This is of some 
significance in audio amplifier and similar appli
cations, where hum may result. With suitable 
precautions, this should present no unusual prob
lem as long as the designer is aware of the 
possibility.

Combination Fixed and Self Bias

The arrangem ent here is shown in Fig. 6 , and 
is rather unusual except in certain types of appli
cation. Usually this method is chosen where the 
application requires high peak current levels at 
the cathode, which in turn  requires a minimum 
resistance in the cathode lead. The arrangem ent, 
as will be obvious, is a compromise between the 
two methods; features of both methods will be 
present in proportions determ ined by the ratio of 
bias supplied in fixed form  to the bias supplied 
by the cathode resistor.

Because some self bias is present, the circuit 
will have some degree of self-protection, but the 
lower cathode resistor will make it less potentially 
susceptible to the effects of heater-cathode leak
age, such as hum. Because this circuit is generally 
used under high drive conditions and the designer 
wishes to get the best efficiency, there is a  strong 
tem ptation to place too much reliance on the 
(usually) small am ount of self bias provided, and 
allow the grid circuit resistance and the drive 
voltage to rise beyond w hat may be considered 
safe values. C aution is therefore necessary when 
using this configuration in high drive circuits, 
to ensure that the operating conditions are 
acceptable.

Grid Leak Bias
Grid leak bias is derived from  the voltage 

developed across the grid circuit resistance due 
to the passage of the contact potential current. 
Several words have already been said about this 
current. High values of resistor are generally used 
to develop sufficient bias, and a reference back to 
Fig. 2, with the high value of grid resistor, shows 
the basis of operation. The basic circuit arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 7.

The contact potential current varies appreciably 
with variations in supply line voltage and with 
the life of the valve. The bias obtained from  the 
current, however, provides com pensation for these 
factors, and the circuit therefore reduces the 
effect of spread in characteristics, variations of 
line voltage, and the effect of life on perform ance. 
The absence of the cathode resistor provides low 
hum levels, and the full perform ance of the valve 
can be obtained, provided the input signal is not 
too large.

Fig. 6
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Fig. 7

Beyond 10 megohms, little further increase in 
bias can be obtained, so that the circuit is limited 
as far as input signal levels are concerned. It is 
in general suitable only for very low level stages, 
where there is not a risk of overload. The circuit 
is a low-cost one, as there are no extra com
ponents to buy to produce the bias. The circuit 
cannot be recom m ended except where large values 
of plate and screen resistors are used. As pre
viously mentioned, certain valves intended for 
hybrid automotive service are specially designed 
for this type of operation, and the contact poten
tial current characteristic is controlled; in con
ventional valves it is not controlled, and suitable 
precautions should be taken in using the circuit.

Signal Bias
The arrangem ent for signal bias is shown in 

Fig. 8 , and will be seen at first glance to be identi
cal with that of Fig. 7 showing grid leak bias. 
The difference resides in the value of the grid 
circuit resistance and the input signal level.

Signal bias is obtained by supplying sufficient 
signal voltage to the grid to drive the grid mom en
tarily positive into the grid current region on the 
positive peaks of the input signal. Small pulses

Radiotronics

of grid current are drawn through the grid cir
cuit resistance, charging the input capacitor to a 
mean voltage which is dependent on the input 
frequency, and the amplitude and duration of the 
grid current pulses. T hat is, the dc bias on the 
valve is proportional to  the drive amplitude. This 
is in effect the leaky grid detector in slightly 
different guise.

W here the circuit is used with a high-value 
plate load resistance, the advantages are very 
largely those enum erated for grid leak bias. The 
circuit must obviously be safe when no signal is 
applied, this being achieved by the use of high 
plate and the screen resistors. High resistance to 
valve and power supply line variations is obtained. 
High values of grid resistor can be used, and the 
circuit is not susceptible to hum.

W here signal bias is to be used with low values 
of plate circuit resistance, the limiting feature of 
a high plate resistance is not available. Care must 
be taken in these cases to ensure circuit reliability, 
as the circuit will be very dependent on plate cur
rent, screen current and transconductance. Signal 
bias here has little dc degeneration to compensate 
for spreads in characteristics, falling valve perfor
mance or power supply line variations. There is 
no protection against “run-away” due to gas 
current.

Grid dissipation is increased as more grid cur
rent is drawn, and this may lead to heating of the 
grid to the point where it becomes an em itter in 
its own right. In addition, if the driving signal is 
lost, the valve will operate a t or close to zero 
bias, increasing further the possibility of “run
away” .

Unless a low value of grid circuit resistance is 
used to preclude “run-aw ay” and the plate supply 
potential is kept low enough to prevent electrode 
dissipations being exceeded in the event of failure 
of the signal bias, this circuit could not be 
regarded as satisfactory.
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Combined Signal and Self Bias
This arrangem ent, shown in Fig. 9, is only 

one of a num ber of circuits which utilize parts of 
two or more of the basic m ethods already dis
cussed. Each application is a compromise aimed 
at obtaining the best features of the methods 
incorporated, and to m eet the particular require
ments of the application.

A s in all combinations, the proportions of the 
bias obtained by one m ethod against the bias 
obtained from the other can be infinitely varied. 
A  typical application of this particular configura
tion will be fam iliar to all am ateur transmitting 
station operators. I t is a com m on m ethod used 
with low and m edium -power final stages to ensure 
that a minimum cathode resistance is present, to 
reduce degeneration, whilst at the same time,

sufficient self bias is present under no-drive 
conditions to keep the valve in a safe condition.

Summary
To many, the ratings applied to valves, the 

recom m ended operating conditions, and the 
methods of biasing them appear to  be very arbi
trary. I t can be seen that this is far from  the 
truth, and that even the selection of a biasing 
method and the correct setting up of the m ethod 
chosen involves a considerable am ount of thought. 
There is little doubt that much of the trouble 
experienced in using valves is due to an  insuffi
cient appreciation of their characteristics, ratings, 
and modes of operation; this has been shown 
statistically in independent surveys made of the 
subject of valve failure.

25 YEARS OF TELEVISION

Continued from Page 100

it has been such a vast achievement every step 
of which has been a pioneering one. No one now 
need retrace these steps. The know-how is there 
and most apparatus is available in standard 
packages. Development continues, of course, for 
there is a never-ending search for improvement 
and it may well be asked, what of the future?

So far as domestic television is concerned, 
this can be said to rest largely on the Govern
m ent’s action following the report of a Commit*

tee on Broadcasting, set up two years ago, which 
has just published its findings. Am ong the 120 
recommendations put forward in the report is 
one to change from the present 405-line system 
to 625 lines, the internationally agreed standard 
in general use throughout Europe. This would 
lead the way to the introduction of a colour ser
vice on 625 lines, which the Committee recom 
mends should be started as soon as possible.

It is also suggested that a third television pro
gramme should be authorised, for operation by 
the British Broadcasting Corporation.

(Courtesy, British Inform ation Services)

Editor Bernard J. Simpson
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